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Well known managers associated with an 
active value style have successfully 
navigated markets for five decades, whilst 
pure value outperformance is only evident 
in sporadic episodes.

By observing actions taken by exceptional 
value managers we can better understand 
the reason for their long-term 
outperformance.

Using public disclosure of single line 
holdings we can create composite financial 
metrics to help explain their stock selection.

We examine factors and underlying financial 
metrics of stocks selected by passive value 
funds as comparison to active outcome.

Warren Buffett

Paul Singer 

Edgar Wachenheim
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Summary

• Active value strategies of exceptional managers have outperformed over multiple decades whilst pure 
value episodes typically occur when multi-year bull markets end.

• Common traits of greatest value investors i.e concentrated portfolios and stock selection based on multi-
year outcome assessment, is referenced to 13F holding information and multi-factor analysis which yields 
interesting results.

• Disclosure of new holdings & position size changes provides further insight into investment process.

• Rule-based stock selection of passive value funds is underwhelming vs standard index returns. 

According to renowned value investor Edgar Wachenheim (Greenhaven) we should be extremely worried by 
current attitude to risk by investors.  Using long-run forward PE of 16 as input, they see S&P 500 as over-valued 
by 50%.
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Common traits of exceptional value investors (I) - general principles
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Common traits of exceptional value investors (II) – investment criteria
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Manager universe – return profile and longevity
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SPY ETF performance over 18 years from 2003 = 9.3% p.a



Manager universe – top 5 positions, concentration, recent changes
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Composite financial metrics from analysis of holdings
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Source: company accounts for each holdings as per latest 13F filing



Berkshire Hathaway
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Berkshire Hathaway – factor analysis
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?
What about buybacks 
input – study did not 
include (PH comment)



Berkshire Hathaway – stock selection
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Berkshire Hathaway – current portfolio return contribution 
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Size of bubbles represents capital gain. 
Apple position equates to $100bn of 
capital gain vs 2016 original cost basis.  

BYD postion taken in 2008 with highest 
multiple on original investment cost of 37x

Coca Cola investment made in 1988 and 
American Express in 1993

Compound growth rate

Multiple of orginal investment 



Berkshire Hathaway – book value and mkt cap
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12Source: Annual Berkshire Hathaway - newsletter 2020



Buffett guiding principles
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Berkshire Hathaway – succession and leverage 
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Elliott
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Elliott - stock selection
Multi-asset hedge fund has returns derived from illiquidity premium, leverage and trading activity. Risk adjusted outcome extremely successful.
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Scope of Elliott fund - 48bn AUM
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Greenhaven
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Greenhaven – stock selection
Classic value investing with focus on multi-year opportunities where tangible book value is relevant and where sum of the parts analysis and strict 
valuation philosophy applied. 
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Explain to me how Goldman became a value stock ?

• JIM CRAMER: Okay. So I pick up this morning’s paper in the Business Day section of “The New York Times,” and the headline is: A Ho-Hum 
Change for Goldman. And then a discussion that Lloyd Blankfein is saying to Solomon: I would say that the consumer business has moved to 
us. It’s become mathy, algorithmic, platform, distribution, digital, all the things we’ve been historically good at. Is that what we want from 
Goldman? You like Goldman Sachs. Is Goldman going the right way? And does it matter who runs Goldman or not?

• EDGAR WACHENHEIM: Well, I think the bench is so deep at Goldman in terms of the management, they probably have hundreds of people 
that could lead a firm. I mean, they get the best and the brightest, maybe 100, 200 young, bright people each year into the firm. Some leave 
and some stay, but they’ve got tremendous depth, which is one of the reasons we like the firm. I like what they’re doing in terms of Marcus 
and what they’re doing in terms of technology, because they’re experimenting. It’s good to take some money and put it into a new area. 
And if it works, fine; if it doesn’t work, they go on and do something else. They’re not old and stodgy and just doing the old investment 
banking and the old market-making. I think it’s a positive that they’re somewhat innovative at this particular time.

• JIM CRAMER: Because as a value player, you need to see -- have others see the value that you do in order for the stock to go higher. Book 
value of $197 for what was -- I always thought the premier investment bank -- a nine multiple. These are things that I don’t understand. Can 
you explain to me how Goldman became a value stock and whether it should be considered a stock of higher value or a growth stock? What 
is the market missing as a paradigm for the kind of investment?

• EDGAR WACHENHEIM: So it’s betterment. Its betterment can change. So let’s start out with the earning power. I think this year, they’ve 
earned just a little under $13 in the first six months, it’s sort of a $26 annual rate. There are some recurring things in there. But they’re 
doing well. I think a couple years down the road, their earning power is in the high 20s -- $27, $28, $29 per share, which would be about a 
15% ROE. We use tangible books.

CNBC’S JIM CRAMER INTERVIEWS EDGAR WACHENHEIM III FROM CNBC INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR DELIVERING ALPHA CONFERENCE 18.07.2018



…interview continued

• EDGAR WACHENHEIM: So we use $183 as book value, not the $190 I think that he used. If you think about what it’s worth, I would 
take the investment banking business and put a very, very high multiple on it. I would do sort of an analysis, making the company -
-

• JIM CRAMER: I agree. Yesterday, the news commentary was that investment banking is not the business to be in. David Solomon 
ran -- when I worked at Goldman, you were second-rate if you weren’t investment banking. It’s always been like that. The 
commentary is so wrong. That’s the money division.

• EDGAR WACHENHEIM: It earns about $7.50 a share, if you want to take the 26, 27; and it’s probably worth 18, 19, 20 times the 
earnings. You know, the average stock sells -- historically, it’s 16 times earnings; this certainly is better than average. So when you 
take the investment management business, I happen to feel -- I’m sorry, I hope there’s no Goldman people in the audience -- but I 
happen to feel they don’t do a very good job at it. But it’s a high return business, maybe worth 15, 16, 17 times the earnings. But 
the market-making is only worth 10 times the earnings. I could make the case that the company’s worth 12 or 13 times the 
earnings. And if you put a 13 multiple on -- someday it will be -- our government uses simple arithmetic --

• JIM CRAMER: Right.
• EDGAR WACHENHEIM: -- $30 a share of earnings, which may not be in two years, at $30, it may be in 2021 -- you have a stock that 

sells roughly at $400, and it’s $230 today.
• JIM CRAMER: And your performance speaks for itself. What people should recognize is that that’s actually not a long time at all in 

your world.
• EDGAR WACHENHEIM: We look out two or three years.
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Passive value and growth ETF’s
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Value and Growth ETF’s
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Value stock revenue history and outlook for 2022
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Growth stock revenue history and outlook for 2022
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